Uncommon Joy for Elderly
Since 2017, 4600 elders have experienced uncommon joy from connecting with 5200 students, enabled by our Anchor Children with Elderly (ACE) community programs.

ACE Academy
ACE Academy is a regular, fun and relationship building intergenerational learning program for elders and primary school students. The goal is to connect the old and young to learn from one another, underscoring with each group that the learning process never ends.

Program
We offer art, horticulture or music/movement intergenerational classes taught by professional instructors and hosted in the elder facility. At the end of each term, many tears of joy are shed at the graduation ceremony for elders. The elderly are proud to see their joint art outcomes with students exhibited in various public locations.
**Impact**
We are uplifted to see elders becoming better at problem-solving and experiencing greater life satisfaction from feeling productive. The students develop more understanding and respect for older persons. Both groups develop enhanced confidence, communication skills and patience.

---

**Stronger Together**

Our theme this year is **“Stronger Together”**. We encourage the old and young to respect each other despite their differences. Each part is important to make up the body as a whole.

---

Look at this car. Each individual piece seems small and insignificant, without much worth. However, when they are combined, something beautiful emerges. We have different gifts and can use them collectively for the good of our wider community.

---

**Uncommon joy for elders**

Come with us to visit the elderly learning with the young. You will experience joy, hear their laughter, see their smiles and feel their warmth. The young bring energy and vibrancy into the lives of the elderly and they are much appreciated.
Thanks to our partners

Many thanks to the 40 elder facilities and 37 schools we partner with. On behalf of socially isolated elders, we thank our donors and sponsors. We look forward to continuing to work with all of you.
Merry Christmas

Faith makes all things possible, Hope makes all things work, Love makes all things beautiful. May you have all three this Christmas!

Follow us on FB & IG

Get to know the latest news from Mighty Oaks. You will be touched by the stories of many elderly and students benefiting from our intergenerational programs. Like our Facebook page and follow our Instagram now!


Mighty Oaks Foundation brings meaningful and joyful life experiences for the elderly by purposefully connecting the old and young to build friendships through shared learning experiences.

We need your support. Please join us.

Donate

Be Our Volunteer
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